CSAPH report 01  Improving Screening and Treatment Guidelines for Domestic Violence Against Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender, Queer/Questioning, and Other Individuals
IPV (Intimate Partner Violence) in LGBTQ population is higher than heterosexual and cisgender population. Current AMA policy be improved as the resolution

901  Support for Preregistration in Biomedical Research
Preregistration of posting of analysis plan to an independent registry improves scientific validity of clinical trials and increases reporting of negative findings also.

903  Regulating Front-of-Package Labels on Food Products
FOP labels overshadow the nutritional facts and amount to false advertising of facts by high lighting catchy words on FOP labels

904  Support for Continued 9-1-1 Modernization and the National Implementation of Text-to-911 Service
Over 70% of 911 calls are made from cell phones. IP based technology is more accurate, improves amount of info transmitted.

905  Support Offering HIV Post Exposure Prophylaxis to all Survivors of Sexual Assault
CDC guidelines support this

906  Increased Access to Identification Cards for the Homeless Population
Homeless need IDs for prescriptions, access to healthcare including drug rehab centers and even housing.

908  Increasing Accessibility to Incontinence Products
These products are costly, taxed also and their limited access promotes health problems mainly in poor and vulnerable populations (children and seniors)

912  Comprehensive Breast Cancer Treatment
Breast reconstruction is a rehabilitative reconstructive surgery, not for aesthetics only and should be covered by insurances including medicare and commercial plans

913  Addressing the Public Health Implications of Pornography
To mitigate negative public health impact on vulnerable populations like children, women who are subjected to all forms of violence

914  Common Sense Strategy for Tobacco Control and Harm Reduction
Advocates for education, policy initiatives and prohibition of sale of all nicotine containing products to individuals under 21, non- tobacco nicotine products (e-cigs as part of state sanctioned cessation activity only). Non nicotine non tobacco vaping products will be monitored

915  Mandatory Reporting
AMA oppose the mandated reporting of entire classes of patients and specific diagnoses unless compelling evidence exists to demonstrate that a serious public health and/or safety risk will be mitigated as a result of such reporting ex: California law mandating providers that diagnose and treat PD(parkinson’s) patients to report each case of PD to State Dept of Public Health..

917  Protect and Maintain the Clean Air Act
AMA Oppose Affordable clean energy rule and protect clean air act. AMA Send letter to EPA expressing opposition.
918 Allergen Labeling on Food Packaging
AMA petition FDA to pursue more obvious labeling on food packaging.

919 Opioid Mitigation
AMA review and feedback on mitigation strategies.
Resolution is more comprehensive

920 Continued Support for Federal Vaccination Funding
AMA support continued federal Vaccination funding

922 Full Information on Generic Drugs
AMA advocate for Generic drugs have FDA approved package insert disclosing active and inactive ingredients and bioequivalence data compared to brandname drugs.

925 Eliminating death toll from combustible cigarettes
Combustible tobacco consumption increased from 3.4% in yr 2000 to 10.4% in 2011
Calls for study to by AMA to eliminate manufacture, distribution and sale of combustible cigarettes

CONSENT CALENDAR FOR DENIAL

921 Food Environments and Challenges Accessing Healthy Food
AMA advocate for study of prevalence and impact of food mirages, swamps, food oases and distinction from food deserts Getting into weeds of food availability

923 Scoring of Medication Pills
Already has AMA policy

924 Utilizing blood from “therapeutic” donations
AMA advocate dialogue with CMS and Redcross to accept blood from broad categories including HH (hereditary Hemochromatosis)
There is AMA policy

RESOLUTIONS FOR DISCUSSION

BOT Report 12 Information Regarding Animal-Derived Medications
While this detailed report on Animal Derived Ingredients in medications and various pharmaceutical products (vaccines, creams, injections, tablets and capsules, synthetic and biologic products used in surgeries) is prepared to support efforts to improve cultural awareness in considering prescription options and to encourage US FDA to prepare easily accessible database to public to identify meds with ADIs this is selected for discussion to identify any unwanted medicolegal consequences to the medical profession.

CSAPH report 02 FDA Expedited Review Programs and Processes
Expedited reviews and accelerated approval have positive aspects. But these programs (fast track, accelerated approval, designated breakthrough therapies, and priority review for drugs and biologics) are lumped together and need changes to implementation, establishing the value of surrogate end points and improve transparency for clinicians and their parents. Discussion needed as research language is used and FDA may want regulatory flexibility.

902 Increasing Patient Access to Sexual Assault Nurse Examiners
This resolution merits discussion as it appears that the job of EM physician may be circumvented by assigning the MFEs to nurse practitioners stating the reason that the EMs are not trained in the MFEs. Ultimate ramifications in the larger scope of practice implications. Should we be asking for better training of MDs in MFEs as part of the medical curriculum. Also, what is the medicolegal responsibility of supervising EM in the ER/ED setting? Ramifications to credentialing and privileging issues in the hospitals.

911 **Regulating Tattoo and Permanent Makeup Inks**
Relevant AMA policy is inadequate and the regulation should be enforceable. Any data from Medwatch program on this issue from FDA?

916 **Ban on Tobacco Flavoring Agents with Respiratory Toxicity**
Need more research on risks and comprehensive testing before calling for immediate ban?